
It's new!!   http://www.moviemonday.ca

A new NFB doc about now Vancouver mayor
Sam Sullivan's run for office. Besides showing

his remarkable overcoming of his disability
(quadriplegia), he is revealed as a ruthless and
ambitious political scrapper, challenged with
doubts. A refreshingly complex portrait of a

winner. Director Joe Moulins on hand for Q&A
80min PG13    http://www.nfb.ca/     

 Movie Monday

6:30 Mon April 23 

 The true story of John Reed, a radical American
journalist around the time of World War I. He soon

meets Louise Bryant, a respectable married woman,
who dumps her husband for Reed and becomes an

important feminist and radical in her own right. After
involvement with labor and political disputes in the

US, they go to Russia in time for the October
Revolution in 1917, when the Communists seized

power. Inspired, they return to the US, hoping to lead
a similar revolution. A particularly fascinating aspect

of the movie is the inclusion of interviews with
"witnesses", the real-life surviving participants in
the events of the movie. A pet project of Warren

Beatty in 1981, with Dianne Keaton.   PG13   194min

6:30 Mon April 30MOVIES PROJECTED ON THE BIG SCREEN
- FREE!!  “Donations much appreciated”

NEIL YOUNG

  First filmmaker Jonathan Culp visiting from Toronto
with his short film DEATH MASK

and then feature doc about filmmaker Arthur Lipsett
 an innovative, Oscar nominated and eccentric protege
at NFB.  His rapid fire  short film Very Nice, Very Nice

(1961) was hailed by the likes of Lucas and Kubrick as
breakthrough accomplishment. He also had manic

depression and a family history of suicide. The film,
lovingly made by friends and associates, besides

honoring his brilliance, explores both sides of the man.
It shows the tricky combination creativity and riding

the edge of illness, and also the challenges for people
around someone who is decompensating but head-
strong about resisting medical care.  90min    PG13

>Director Martin Lavut will be with us by phone as well!  

REMEMBERING  ARTHUR

6:30 Monday
April 16, 2007 CITIZEN SAM

REDS

INFO?
595-FLIC

 Movie Monday

When Billy Golfus, an award-winning radio
journalist, was brain injured in a motor scooter

accident, he became one of the forty-three
million Americans with disabilities - the nation's

largest and most invisible minority. But this
video, as he says, "ain't exactly your

inspirational cripple story." It's a documentary
with attitude, which will entertain, enlighten,
and even enrage its viewers. This irreverent,

first person road movie is "a wild and revealing
guide for the 'temporarily able-bodied'" Pg13

"The Pursuit of Happyness subverts every cliche in its
path as it tells a small, fictionalized piece of the life of
Chris Gardner, a struggling medical-equipment vendor
who stakes his future on becoming a top stockbroker.

Set in early-1980s San Francisco, this movie is about the
life of a salesman - a man whose dream of finding

security and prosperity for himself and his pre-school-
age son takes on the qualities of heroic obsession movie

makers usually link to artists and mad scientists."
Based closely on a true story - we'll follow up with a

piece about the real Chris Gardner!    Pg 117min

6:30 Mon May 14 

AT THE ERIC MARTIN PAVILION THEATRE,
SOUTH ENTRANCE EMP BUILDING,
 IN THE 1900 BLOCK OF FORT ST.

Thanks to our sponsors who
include: • YOU •

• Yo Video •
• The Canada Council

For The Arts •
 • BCSS - Victoria Branch •
• Eli Lilly • Janssen Ortho •

• Islandnet.com •
• Bert and Freda Saunders •
• Vancouver Island Health

Authority • 

1:00 - 2:30  Sunday   May 6
THE "O" TAPES DIRECTOR'S WORKSHOP   (that's 'o' for

orgasm....)   with Chris Arnold    R      Details:
http://www.victoriaeroticafestival.com/index.htm 

Billy Golfus

 I'm pleased to present, in collaboration with UVic's Disability
 Institute*, this brilliant doc and have Billy himself call in from

 his home in Minneapolis to talk about this Guggenheim and
Sundance Award-winning film, and his life since the 1994 wrap of
 the film.   *Engaging Disability 2007 http://web.uvic.ca/disinst/ 

WHEN BILLY BROKE HIS HEAD
and other tales of wonder

6:30
Monday
May 7

6:30 Monday May 21
Victoria Day

What else for Victoria Day?!
 Helen Mirren's flinty performance as

Elizabeth II is getting all the attention, but
equally impressive is Peter Morgan's

insightful script for this UK drama, which
quietly teases out the social, political,
and historical implications of the 1997

death of Diana, Princess of Wales.
Pg13  97min.       Chicago Reader J.R. Jones


